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1.0 Who are we and what do we do?
We are Magnify, the Tuntum Housing Scrutiny Panel. We were formed in 2015 and this is
our second report. This review commenced in February 2016 and was undertaken by the
following members:
 Carol Edwards
 Valerie Griggs-Beasley
 Christopher Griggs-Beasley
We are grateful to all members of staff who took part in
this review with special thanks to Julie Martin, Salim
Yasin and Denise Watt who provided us with valuable
information and insight regarding Tuntum’s current void
processes.

Salim (Tuntum), Carol, Valerie, & Christopher

The main purpose of the Panel is to:





Be a critical friend to Tuntum Housing.
Take an independent look at Tuntum Housing’s services, plans and performance.
Assess and challenge Tuntum Housing’s performance against expected standards.
Hold the Board and management team to account for performance and standards.

2.0 Why did we choose to investigate the turnaround time of Void properties?
This review concerns void (empty) properties and the length of time taken for remedial works
to be completed where necessary and the re-let time for new tenants to be allocated.
Magnify are very aware that Tuntum’s investment in its assets is extremely important to the
association as this financial table (Appendix 1) shows and in the Annual Accounts/Financial
Statements Report for the year ended 31st March 2016 it states the following: “Tuntum
actively manages its assets and there is an ongoing survey of 10% of all properties carried out
annually. This informs the plan for major works more effectively. Tuntum is also proactive with
the assessment of properties at the voids stage with an assessment done to consider long
term viability. The property is assessed for demand, future major repairs cost, voids repair
costs and the historical annual cost of maintaining these properties.”
Unfortunately, however, it is a common experience for tenants to see a property remaining
empty sometimes for several months when there is no obvious reason for this to be
happening. At the same time Tuntum Housing’s Key Performance Data states that average
void times are much shorter than this, currently well under 1 month. This creates a disparity
between customer perception and actuality.
The Magnify panel was concerned that these long void times were wasting a valuable asset
and losing income, frustrating potential tenants and leading to a loss of customer confidence
in performance figures produced by Tuntum Housing. Consequently, because of these
significant factors the panel members decided that the issue of extended re-let times was an
excellent subject for our next in-depth scrutiny.
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3.0 What we aim to achieve through this review:
 To gain a better understanding of the management of void properties.
 To ensure vacant properties are brought back into use as quickly as possible to
provide homes for those in need.
 To maximise revenue for Tuntum Housing by ensuring properties are not left un-let
and vacant for longer periods than necessary.
 To improve the wider public perception of Tuntum Housing by finding solutions to
ensure a faster turnaround of vacant properties.
 To provide recommendations for improvements in identified areas, if and where
applicable, in order to better manage and improve void processes.
4. What we did and our key findings:
The panel used a variety of methods to examine these issues including scrutiny of financial
and performance data, void policies and procedures, interviews with staff, site visits and
benchmarking data.
Initially Magnify asked Tuntum to provide us with relevant information from the last five
financial years, but Steve White (Director of Operations & Care) suggested that we use the
last two years i.e. 2014-15 and 2015-16 as it would be more useful to Tuntum and the panel
agreed with this recommendation. Steve White also met with us during February in order to
identify the important differences between Supported Housing and General Needs Housing,
and Magnify decided to only review the General Needs Housing aspect as it should be easier
to conduct a benchmarking exercise with other providers.
Jassmin Alltoft (Temporary Tenant Engagement Officer) initially provided the panel with
Void Policy and Procedures documents and the Tenants Annual Report data from 2014 and
2015. This was followed in March by an Excel spreadsheet (Appendix 2 shows page 1 of 5)
covering the period 23.03.14 – 07.02.16 which identified 228 properties. Using the data
provided the Magnify panel then created ten Excel spreadsheets of their own using the
following specific headings generated from the spreadsheet Tuntum supplied:
Area, Choice Based Letting, Days Void After Major Works, Days Void Time, Hard to
Let, Housing Officer, Number of Bedrooms, Property Type, Tenancy Start Date and
Vacancy Reason.
At that point one of the Magnify spreadsheets entitled Days Void Time, showing highest to
lowest in terms of how long properties had been void in the period covered, was deemed by
the panel as a good starting point to begin their first evaluation of the data. However, it
became evident at their meeting in March that when the panel compared the ‘Days Void
After Major Works’ column with the ‘Tenancy Start Date’, the ‘Major Repairs Completion
Date’ and the ‘Void Date’ that the data entered in the ‘Days Void After Major Works’ column
was seriously wrong. Jassmin apologised and said it seemed there were errors in the figures
that had been entered by Tuntum. Unfortunately this wrong information was permeated
throughout the ten spreadsheets that the panel had produced and so invalidated them all.
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Following Magnify’s reworking of the data to make corrections and their production of
revised spreadsheets the panel decided they would start investigating voids of 30 days and
over. This covered 53 properties and ranged from 30 to 113 days total void time, but only 4
properties were identified as having 30 days or more AFTER major works had been
completed. The relevant spreadsheet was given to Jassmin so that where relevant
prospective tenant Refusal Reasons could be provided by Tuntum for these 53 properties.
However, we were later informed that when the Housing Management Team were
compiling the refusal information they checked with the Maintenance Team database and it
was found that an additional 13 of the known 53 properties had in fact had major works
time that needed to be factored in. Once again the panel reworked the data and produced
corrected spreadsheets to enable the information to be re-evaluated. All but one of the 13
properties was then excluded from the 53 as the applicable void time was reduced below
our 30 days or more review criteria. We were told this other property from the 53 had been
given an inaccurate start date and the new date ruled that one out also. In total 13 of our
selected 53 properties needed to have additional data entered against them in the panel’s
master spreadsheet before any recalculations could be made. So once again another set of
spreadsheets produced by Magnify had been made invalid and corrected ones had to be
created. It should also be mentioned that when ‘Major Work Days’ and ‘After Major Work
Days’ were calculated for the properties with missing or erroneous data provided by
Tuntum it transpired that 4 properties had ‘Major Works End Dates’ and ‘Tenancy Start
Dates’ that were in fact identical.
By 10th April 2016 Magnify were finally able to identify the following:
1) 228 properties were void in the period 23.03.14 – 07.02.16.
2) 79 of these properties had a void time of 30 days and over.
3) 28 of the above 79 properties had major works of 30 days or more.
4) 51 of the above 79 properties either had no major works or those done were
completed in under 30 days.
Magnify’s spreadsheet v.6.3a was sent electronically to Jassmin Alltoft for Tuntum to
identify on it what major works were undertaken in each case regarding item 3) above:
i.e. 28 of the 228 properties void in the period 23.03.14 - 07.02.16 had major works
that took between 31 and 111 days to complete.
Jassmin subsequently handed to the panel a handwritten sheet linking the actual property
addresses with the Property Codes shown on the spreadsheet (Appendix 3). This list had
been used by staff to identify what major works were carried out and each property had
been given a number (1 – 28) which was annotated on our spreadsheet (v.6.3a) and
returned to the panel by Jassmin as handwritten completed copies showing the information
requested.
The following two pages show the spreadsheet and the answers provided by Tuntum which
provide a description of the major work undertaken for each property.
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Shown below is the void data contained in the Tenants’ Annual Report (published in
Tuntum’s Engage Newsletter - Summer 2016). It is very limited in its information as it only
refers to the number of void properties as a percentage of all properties - typically 1%
(Appendix 4) shows the full report).
Table 1

Empty properties (voids)
Target: below 1%
Quarter End
June
September
December
March
Average

2015/16
0.7%
0.7%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

2014/15
1%
1%
1%
0.9%
1%

Tuntum’s Key Performance Indicator targets below (supplied to Magnify by Steve White) for
the years 14/15 and 15/16 are for a re-let time of 21 days maximum with an actual average
performance of 19 days being achieved in 15/16.
Table 2
Re-let target (days)

13/14
28

14/15
21

15/16
21

16/17
21

Average performance
Void rent loss target as % rent due
Average performance

21
1.5% or less
0.9%

21
1.5% or less
1%

19
1% or less
0.7%

N/A
1% or less
N/A

Tuntum’s letting performance for standard re-lets deserves praise as it is well below the
HouseMark median average for standard re-lets for 2014/15 of 25.7 days as stated in its
Voids and Lettings Analysis 2015 report, published by Inside Housing (available online at
www.insidehousing.co.uk/journals/2015/08/20/p/j/l/void-survey.pdf). The relevant extract
from the report is reproduced below:
Table 3
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However, it is most important to note that these HouseMark Table 3 figures like Tuntum’s
Table 2 figures are all for Voids that do not have major works scheduled only standard
works. Hence this would also appear to be applicable to the Void rent loss target shown in
Tuntum’s Table 2. That is, it only applies to the rent lost through the Void time of standard
re-lets or the void time after the property becomes available for re-let following the
completion of major works.
A quick calculation covering the 28 Tuntum properties with a major works time of between
31 – 111 days in the period 23.03.14 - 07.02.16 provides a figure of 1,594 days which is just
under 228 weeks. At an average rent loss of say £90 per week this equates to £20,520. It can
be seen, therefore, that any reduction in the timescale that major works take to complete
could save a substantial amount of money.
Regrettably this omission in measurement and recording of major works void days and the
corresponding loss of rent appears to be endemic generally across social housing and thus
benchmarking it was not possible. When the panel met with Julie Martin (Head of Assets
Management) she corroborated this fact and said she did not know any Housing
Associations the currently published any data. Certainly the benchmark report Julie gave the
panel, which was carried out by Paul Moat of Nottingham Community Housing Association
on behalf of Efficiency East Midlands, also only identified standard void repairs and not
major repairs. The EEM project measured performance for the financial year 2014-15 in the
areas of repairs, maintenance and housing (Appendix 5 shows the relevant page 9 of 12) for
nine of its members, including Tuntum:
A1 Housing
Ashfield Homes
Bolsover District Council
Derby Homes
Gedling Homes
Newark and Sherwood Homes
Nottingham City Homes
Nottingham Community Housing Association
Tuntum Housing
These housing providers (anonymised except for one’s own details) were made up of a
cross-section of housing providers from small multiple area providers to medium-sized and
large scale / single area providers. However, it can be seen from Appendix 5 that with regard
to the item entitled ‘Average time to complete void works’ Tuntum was unfortunately not
able to provide any data for even these standard work void days. Benchmarking is critical to
the ongoing assessment and analysis of Value for Money and the Magnify panel were very
disappointed to find that this was not possible for the void times of major works on
properties.
Steve White had already acknowledged at our May meeting that Tuntum’s revised Local
Offer Service Standards covering Greater Nottingham, North Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire
and Leicestershire had no Local Offers relating to the Void process. Additionally, Magnify
were informed in their discussions with Julie Martin and Salim Yasin (Maintenance Officer)
that currently there are no timeframes in place for the completion of major works on
individual properties. Noticeably, Tuntum’s Re-Let Form (Appendix 6) shows a Priority Status
of up to 6 months for major works to be completed.
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Consequently, it would seem that the reason major works for the period in question have
taken 31 to 111 days (nearly 16 weeks) to complete is likely due to targets dates not being
set and the fact that there are no incentives for improvement or penalties for any
contractor delays. Because there are no targets set from the very beginning of the major
works process to full completion this would seem to leave the way open for several days or
weeks of inactivity on some properties, as tenants have frequently observed to the
detriment of Tuntum. Magnify feel that what is needed is the installation of additional
software that would give staff an increased degree of project management. This would
enable improved organisation and communication, allow project progress to be monitored
and potential delays in work execution to be anticipated and corrected. Major works void
times would then be reduced providing tenants with improved outcomes as homes could be
made available to them sooner.
It had rapidly become clear to the Magnify panel that the difference between tenant poor
perception of reality and Tuntum’s claimed performance was due to the fact that major
works were not taken into consideration. The only performance data published for
Tuntum’s is that not involving major works (that is not including damp proofing, roof
repairs, re-wiring, asbestos work, heating replacement, refurbishment of kitchens and
bathrooms and other items as recorded on Magnify’s spreadsheet v.6.3a – pages 6 & 7
above). It can be seen from this spreadsheet that kitchen replacement is often written
against major work times of 42 – 45 days, but Julie Martin advised the panel that a kitchen
replacement in a void property (often brought forward as the property is vacant) should
only take 7 - 10 days. That a lack of cohesive organisation and scheduling exists for major
work voids is unfortunately obvious despite the best efforts of staff.
It should be said that Julie Martin (Head of Assets Management), Salim Yasin (Maintenance
Officer) and Denise Watt (Housing Officer) kindly met with Magnify between April and July
2016. We found all these meetings to be very productive and these staff members
contributions to the meetings and the detailed documentation and photographs they
provided to help us in our review was invaluable. However, in conducting this review
Magnify encountered numerous problems in obtaining accurate and detailed information
that surely should have been available from Tuntum’s computer systems with no difficulty
at all. The staff involved did their very best, but it seems the void management planning
systems are not fit for purpose. Julie Martin informed the panel that currently the Housing
Management team uses a whiteboard to keep track of voids and liaise with the
Maintenance Department. Magnify consider this to be a very outdated and inefficient
method considering we are in a digital age. Julie agreed that an appropriate electronic
monitoring system for the management of void properties would definitely improve interdepartmental activities in managing the voids process from start to finish.
We were given to understand that Tuntum’s current SDM Housing Management System has
a voids management tool that would cost approximately £900 to implement and, amongst
other very useful resources, would provide a diary system and running records. This would
seem to be needed on an urgent basis.
Salim Yasin outlined his experiences to the panel of undertaking and managing frontline
maintenance and gave an overview of various efficiency measures he has been
implementing, bearing in mind that Tuntum have a lot of older properties scattered
throughout the East Midlands that are all different regarding doors, windows, kitchens, etc.
When asked how he thought that major work time could be reduced he also recognised the
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need for a void module to be added to the SDM system so that everyone concerned at
Tuntum could see on a day-to-day basis how maintenance events were progressing and
make re-let plans accordingly. From Salim’s efficiency perspective the provision to him of a
handheld pad to link with the SDM system direct from site (or a nearby wifi zone) in order to
view specifics and record information would be invaluable. The same applies to a mobile
phone that has a WhatsApp capability in order to upload photographs. He believes that in
this way a number of matters relating to voids could then be actioned immediately instead
of waiting for him to return to the office which as a frontline worker may not be for a day or
so. The Magnify panel can see definite benefits to Tuntum if these points were actioned.
Magnify’s first meeting in this review was with Denise Watt who very competently
explained to us the problems experienced by her and other Housing Officers in relation to
voids generally and the re-letting of properties. Additionally, she took us to view two void
properties – one just made available for re-let after some minimal maintenance work and
the other requiring work to be carried out. As an eye opener for the panel, Denise also
supplied to us photographs of a property that had been left full of rubbish and in a
disgusting condition that needed a lot of work doing to it.
Staff said the fact that there was not a target time for major repairs and no effective void
path was troublesome, particularly as they had seen it work well elsewhere in social
housing. They were concerned that the Maintenance and Housing departments are not
working back-to-back and would like the SDM system to be upgraded to accommodate a
smooth transition and cut void time. Staff members would like to see process mapping
taking place to obviate the unnecessary documentation that currently exists.
To get a further reality check the panel had wanted to know what refusal reasons were
given by prospective tenants who turned down a property offer. Accordingly it had emailed
to Jassmin another spreadsheet (v.6.1a) with details previously provided by Tuntum
concerning 40 void properties and showing the number of offers that had been extended
regarding each property. By our meeting in April the panel had received this back as physical
copies with the refusal reasons provided by prospective tenants (where available)
handwritten on it. These properties were standard voids without major works that had a
timescale of between 31 to 78 days during the period under review, namely 23.03.14 07.02.16. We were informed that detailed recording of refusal reasons is not always
completed due to various circumstances and this is unfortunate as it could perhaps inform
and influence future letting processes.
As mentioned above, reasons for refusal of property offers are not currently recorded in the
system in a way that could offer a possible pattern of refusals for all or specific properties.
Magnify consider that there should be a history log for refusal of properties to help identify
patterns of what could be discouraging prospective tenants. The panel also believes that
more property information should be available to prospective tenants in the form of floor
plans, room measurements, property features and photographs together with details of
local amenities and facilities such as schools and transport. The panel realises that Homelink
may have limitations as to what may be posted and suggests that every property advertised
on Homelink could also be shown on Tuntum’s website in order that more complete
information can be available to prospective bidders. Advice about accessing Tuntum’s
website could hopefully be included in the Homelink advertisement.
The completed spreadsheet regarding refusal reasons is shown on the following four pages.
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5.0 Conclusion
From Magnify’s investigations during this review we are able to highlight the following:
 We identified major works voids as being problematic and resulting in homes being
unavailable to let to waiting tenants for longer than necessary.
 It is a common experience for tenants to see a property remaining empty sometimes for
several months when there is no obvious reason for this to be happening. At the same
time Tuntum Housing’s Key Performance Data states that average void times are much
shorter than this, currently well under 1 month. This creates a disparity between
customer perception and actuality.
 The difference between tenant poor perception of reality and Tuntum’s claimed
performance is due to the fact that major works are not taken into consideration when
publishing performance data regarding voids.
 Long void times are wasting a valuable asset and losing income, frustrating potential
tenants and leading to a loss of customer confidence in performance figures produced
by Tuntum.
 Tuntum has no Local Offer Service Standards relating to the void process.
 There is no proper setting of re-let targets for major works properties. Because there are
no targets set from the very beginning of the major works process to full completion this
would seem to leave the way open for several days or weeks of inactivity on some
properties, as tenants have frequently observed to the detriment of Tuntum.
 The panel found that a quick calculation covering the 28 Tuntum properties with a major
works time of between 31 – 111 days in the period 23.03.14 - 07.02.16 provided a figure
of 1,594 days which is just under 228 weeks. At an average rent loss of say £90 per week
this equates to £20,520 and any reduction in the timescale that major works take to
complete is likely to save Tuntum a considerable amount of money.
 In conducting this review Magnify encountered numerous problems in obtaining
accurate and detailed information that surely should have been available from Tuntum’s
computer systems with no difficulty at all. Staff involved did their very best, but it seems
the void management planning systems are not fit for purpose.
 Staff members are using out-dated and inefficient manual methods to keep track of void
processes, project cohesion and inter-departmental activities are badly impacted as a
result.
 Reasons for refusal of property offers are not currently recorded in the system in a way
that could offer a possible pattern of refusals for all or specific properties.
 Staff report that there is unnecessary documentation in the re-letting process.
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6.0 Recommendations
From Magnify’s investigations during this review we would like to recommend that Tuntum
consider implementing the following:
 Provide information in the Tenants’ Annual Report concerning re-let targets for both
standard works and major works. This is to dispel the disparity between customer
perception of published statistics which only refer to standard voids and the actuality of
the major void properties that tenants see empty for long periods.
 When publishing the statistics regarding ‘Empty properties (voids)’ in the Tenant’s
Annual Report target figures are also provided as the number of properties empty in the
quarter. A percentage figure means very little to tenants as they generally do not know
how many properties Tuntum operates.
 Write a Local Offer Service Standard regarding voids to give tenants confidence in
Tuntum’s efforts to reduce re-let times and make properties available sooner.
 Put timeframes in place for the completion of major works on individual properties and
set penalties for contractor delays (where possible).
 Install a voids management module on the SDM Housing Management System to
improve inter-departmental activities in managing the voids process from start to finish.
We understand it would cost £900 to implement and, amongst other very useful
resources, would provide a diary system and running records. Tuntum staff could then
see on a day-to-day basis how maintenance events were progressing and make re-let
plans accordingly. The installation of additional software would give staff an increased
degree of project management. It would enable improved organisation and
communication, allow project progress to be monitored and potential delays in work
execution to be anticipated and corrected. Void times would then be reduced providing
tenants with improved outcomes as homes could be made available to them sooner.
 Provide the Maintenance Officer, Salim Yasin, with a handheld pad to link with the SDM
system direct from site (or a nearby wifi zone) to enable him to view specifics and record
information. Additionally, the provision of a mobile phone to him that has a WhatsApp
capability in order to upload photographs to the office or contractors. A large number of
matters relating to void works could then be actioned immediately instead of waiting for
him to return to the office.
 Create a history log for refusal of properties to help identify patterns of what could be
discouraging prospective tenants. Make more property information available to
prospective tenants in the form of floor plans, room measurements, property features
and photographs together with details of local amenities and facilities such as schools
and transport. Every property advertised on Homelink could also be shown on Tuntum’s
website in order that more complete information can be available to prospective
bidders. Advice about accessing Tuntum’s website could hopefully be included in the
Homelink advertisement.
 Process mapping should take place to obviate any unnecessary documentation that
currently exists in the re-letting process.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 – Extract from Tuntum Annual Accounts – Financial Statements
Year Ended 31st March 2016

Appendix 2 – Original Spreadsheet Information from Tuntum – Page 1 of 5

Appendix 3 – List of Addresses Relating to Refusal Reasons on Spreadsheet v.6.1a

Appendix 4 – Tenants Annual Report from Engage Newsletter - Summer 2016

Appendix 5 – Extract from Efficiency East Midlands Report – Page 9

Appendix 6 – Tuntum Re-Let Form
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